Description {#Sec1}
===========

Static and single node protein networks {#Sec2}
---------------------------------------

Protein--protein interaction information can be derived from numerous individual (such as immunoprecipitation) or high throughput (such as yeast two-hybrid, phage display and mass spectrometry) experiments. The networks of these interactions are currently analyzed and created by computer programs based on manually curated static experimental data. Protein interactions within a living cell are dynamic and occur with strikingly high specificity. A static network enables only a very limited imputed glimpse of a possible dynamic molecular scenario. Current approaches are not focused on capturing time resolved interactions of proteins, especially in a high throughput manner. A second problem is the lack of satisfactory mathematical foundations for particle interactions within viscous liquids (a situation that proteins within the cytoplasm experience). Current approaches also do not take into account the compartmentalization of proteins.

If we compare the current protein interaction maps they are highway maps for airplanes that is, a three dimensional positions collapsed on the highway as if the *z*-axis does not exist. Secondly to navigate only an equivalent of highway with standing but not moving vehicles are shown*.*

In order to develop a mathematical molecular interaction foundation (*not model*), a large experimental data set is necessary. Once this foundation is in place, computer programs capable of constructing dynamic networks for time resolved interactions from the experimental data can be used to simulate models and help predict sequential events accommodating additional incremental static or dynamic interaction data by extrapolation. *A foundation will include the assumption of equivalent of a highway and also moving players.*

Mathematical foundation {#Sec3}
-----------------------

The basis on which the mathematical statements are true or the concepts based on which the mathematical statements are build can be construed as mathematical foundation. In contrast a model is a subset of mathematical statements that may enable simulation of a limited situation. Matrix mechanics/quantum mechanics for particles in an isolated gaseous state was developed in 1925. This mathematical foundation was formulated to describe microscopic observables and can be pertinent in describing protein--protein interactions. In matrix mechanics the physical properties of particles have been interpreted as matrices that evolve in time. The foundation was formulated based on discrete transition states and transition probabilities. In the viscous state time resolved protein movement is expected to show discrete movement and interactions and a similar formulation may enable description of such states.

However, for interacting particles in a viscous fluid, such a developed foundation does not yet exist. We propose here necessity to develop a mathematically based foundation for intracellular protein interactions in two steps (a) trigger and capture the dynamic molecular change for a select subset of proteins using high throughput time resolved proteomic mass spectrometry with capture of compartmentalization information to the maximum extent possible and, (b) use this information to build a mathematical foundation and computational algorithm for a dynamic compartmentalized protein interaction network. Such an approach may benefit from several model systems to capture protein--protein interaction for select proteins that are part of cytoskeletal channeling, short and long lasting signaling. Five or more different model systems encompassing multicellular organisms is expected to provide sufficient information to build a time resolved channeling events. To capture variability amid diversity information derived from land and aquatic animal, plant and animals capable of aviation may be included in such analysis. The inherent non-linearity in biological systems will necessitate inclusion of a number of independent systems to build the foundation.

Examples of systems {#Sec4}
-------------------

The time resolved proteomic analysis may utilize systems such as: (a) the effects of adrenaline on protein--protein interactions in a time resolved manner in neurons (b) the light-driven reaction in photoreceptors of mammalian retina (Calvert et al. [@CR6]) (c) the touch-me-not plant (*Mimosa pudica*) in response to touch (Fromm and Lautner [@CR14]) (d) the production of mucous by the hagfish (*Eptatretus stouti*) in response to stress or touch (Venter et al. [@CR40]), and (e) analysis of protein expression in the brain of zebra finches (*Taeniopygia guttata*) in response to bird songs by a tutor (Mello et al. [@CR23]). Such analysis will enable capturing time resolved data for cytoskeletal molecules as well as for rapid and stable long term cytosolic signaling. An example of rapid signaling process are phosphorylation and acetylation that are carried out by two opposite pair of enzymatic activities (kinase-phosphatase and acetylase-deacetylases) (Selvi and Kundu [@CR30]; Shenolikar [@CR32]). The deimination is an example of stable posttranslational modification catalyzed by peptidyl arginine deiminases and renders modification of protein-bound arginines but not free arginines (Bhattacharya [@CR5]). In contrast to phosphorylation and acetylation, no known reversal enzyme exists for removal of deimination rendering it a relatively long term signaling event. The time resolved proteomic analysis of five systems will enable development of mathematical foundation differentiating structural and signaling components as well as normal cellular operating/metabolic processes. Combining information from multiple systems is thought to be better than any one of them and information derived from five systems will be sufficient to build the foundation (Stadnik et al. [@CR37]).

In terms of developing a mathematical foundation in this direction, disparate tools exists that which in combination will act as guiding elements for analyzing high throughput time resolved data.

However, as stated above neither data nor mathematical foundation or computational programs exist that enables constructing compartmentalized and dynamic time resolved interaction networks.

Compartmentalization and channeling of proteins: cellular infrastructure and effects {#Sec5}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Within cells sophisticated compartmentalization often prohibits non-specific interactions and facilitates specific interactions. Facilitated interactions are often stated as channeling. Studies have revealed that for macromolecule probes and for metabolite sized probes the cytoplasmic diffusion coefficients are 10--100 folds and 2--4 times smaller, respectively than the corresponding values in water. This suggests shorter traversed path and presence of channeling for probe molecules in the cytoplasm (Uyeda [@CR39]). In mammalian cells glycolytic enzymes have been shown to exhibit biphasic partitioning between cytoplasmic and cytomatrix-bound states. The higher concentrations of cytomatrix associated enzymes augments flow or channeling of substrates (Ovadi and Srere [@CR27]; Uyeda [@CR39]). Inconsistency between experimentally determined concentrations of metabolites in situ and kinetic properties of individual enzymes and the metabolic flux in site supports the existence of channeling within the citric acid cycle in mitochondria (Keleti and Welch [@CR19]) and a similar situation exists in chloroplast. The computer models have shown that hypothetical steady-state processes with channeling do (Mendes et al. [@CR24]) or do not (Cornish-Bowden and Cardenas [@CR10]) provide a kinetic advantage. The metabolic channeling is now widely accepted concept. In metazoans, a cell is highly compartmentalized and most input and output of material across the cellular boundary is controlled. Extracellular matrix space also has some control of inflow and outflow. Within the cell the endoplasmic reticulum and other organelles have highly organized and compartmentalized structure and dynamic movement of materials is well organized. Towards developing a mathematical foundation where like matrix mechanics the physical properties of proteins (or protein--protein interactions) interpreted as matrices that evolve in time have to take such compartmentalization into account. The infrastructure or the compartmentalization is well suited for regulation. It is the infrastructure and regulation that enables producing several fold production of the chemicals in response to stimuli (Chakrabarti et al. [@CR7]). Such compartmentalization may also help prevent system failure due to a mutant protein in some individuals to have full interaction with its interactors. Such incomplete interactions due to compartmentalized manner may help explain incomplete penetrance for some mutants (Ashley and Warren [@CR1]; Grigoryev et al. [@CR17]; Murphy [@CR26]; Shapiro et al. [@CR31]).

Availability of mathematical tools {#Sec6}
----------------------------------

The differential equation to describe complex rate kinetics with boundary conditions as well as simplification functions such as Laplace and Fourier transform has been in existence for a long time. These mathematical tools can be considered as nuts and bolts to describe compartmentalized time resolved situations. Historically mathematical platforms have been developed to simulate chemical reactions (Gillespie [@CR16]) including probabilistic algorithms according to deterministic kinetic rates of chemical reactions (Barbuti et al. [@CR3]). However, such models are either inadequate or number of interacting molecules within cells are simply too large for such most such platforms. Attempts have been recently been made to characterize currents in non-equilibrium statistical mechanics. Non-zero currents in the non-equilibrium state in stochastic dynamics models of natural systems have been noted to characterize these systems (Debnath et al. [@CR12]; Gaveau and Schulman [@CR15]). Recently some platforms have been developed for simulation of large biochemical reaction networks (Sinitsyn et al. [@CR33]; Slepoy et al. [@CR34]). In parallel, attempts have been made to determine the gross statistical properties of complex networks. Biological protein--protein networks have been found to be hierarchal scale free power networks (Barabasi [@CR2]; Kitano [@CR20]; Ravasz et al. [@CR29]). However, beyond gross statistical properties, such analysis has not provided great deal of additional functionally meaningful insight. In recent years, a path integral approach has been used to develop variational approximations for the calculation of survival probability for rate processes with dynamical disorder. Jensen's inequality has been used to derive both upper and lower bounds for survival probability (Harland and Sun [@CR18]). An integration of these approaches is a starting point for the development of mathematical foundation for dynamic particle interaction in non-isolated and viscous environment (Chiam et al. [@CR8]; Costa et al. [@CR11]; Takahashi et al. [@CR38]).

A simplistic time resolved protein--protein interaction within the cytosol has been depicted in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. In this schematic diagram, the protein molecules A (represented by blue ellipsoids) are captured at different locations interacting with different proteins (hollow square or circles) or are degraded as in time *t* = *t*~3~.Fig. 1Schematic diagram depicting the time dependent interaction of molecules within the boundary of a cell. Different molecules are shown by different shapes *circle*, *square* etc., *filled circle* (representing one type: molecule A) shift in time resolved interaction is illustrated, *t* = *t*~1~...*t*~*i*~ represent different time points, where *t*~*i*~ is a given time point. The cell nucleus has been shown to have a boundary

Ancillary techniques and devices for time resolved proteomics {#Sec7}
-------------------------------------------------------------

Several techniques that accelerate fractionation (Patel et al. [@CR28]), and methods to capture the time resolved capture of cell/tissue regions are increasingly becomes available. The devices such an ultra thin compressor for fast freezing and a laser fast protein cross-linker are under development. Power of one dimensional proteomic analysis for capture and identification of proteins from disparate systems are now well realized (Benjamin et al. [@CR4]; Menegay et al. [@CR25]; Sloley et al. [@CR35], [@CR36]). One dimensional proteomic analyses are quick and simple fractionation procedures that utilize separation in only one dimension (in contrast to two dimensional fractionation) such as 1D gel or one chromatographic column followed by mass spectrometric identification. One dimensional fractionation and analysis is a compromise with reduced resolution in fractionation versus procedural loss (Zhou et al. [@CR41]). Recently tandem affinity purification and mass spectrometry along with other methods and bioinformatic analysis has revealed the possibility of higher levels of proteome organization even in simplest of microorganism (Kuhner et al. [@CR21]). These include assembly of proteins into larger, multiprotein complex entities and suggest sequential steps in biological processes, with sharing of components implicating multifunctionality of proteins. Such assembly and interactions are dynamic and evidence suggest wide-ranging temporal waves of protein--protein interactions with cells (Cohen et al. [@CR9]; Li and Zeng [@CR22]).

Benefits {#Sec8}
--------

Ability to have detailed dynamic network of interaction will expand our understanding and enhance our translational goals. A gene mutation usually shows an effect in an individual but does not in others is termed as *incomplete penetrance*. All individuals within an isogenic population are expected to have parallel and normal development. However, gene mutations affect the outcome of individual organisms differently. How the genetic control allows the penetrance of multiple fate for individuals harboring same mutation remain unclear. Some elegant studies utilizing sporulation mutants of *Bacillus subtilis* and *Clostridium oceanicum* have shown that initial expression of discrete morphological traits occurs at low penetrance of mutations. The stabilization of effect of mutation occurs by gradual adjustment of genetic parameters and often determines different fate for individual organisms harboring the same mutation (Eldar et al. [@CR13]). Time resolved interaction data will demonstrate case studies as to what is different between two cellular systems that results in failure in one but not in the other systems. A generalized understanding will help extrapolate such data and enable prediction depending upon time resolved interactions and presence of non-specific surroundings. Such interaction details will also provide insight into anomalies in protein function, moonlighting functions of proteins and in addition shed light into the redundancies in the system. Time resolved data will enable capture of small molecule interactions and thus help unravel their interactions to bring out specific and non-specific side effects. Such time resolved data will leave gaps and will help bridge the gaps by algorithms which will predict obvious scope for interaction in some interactions and help identify new interactions through predictions. Lastly, cytoplasm is just not a bag of juice and in the environment of cytoplasm the interactions enable many fold higher production of some chemicals in response to a single stimuli (for example, epinephrine) amidst the presence of very many non-specific entities. Achieving such production amidst "impurities" is a chemical or biochemical engineers dream (Chakrabarti et al. [@CR7]). Learning dynamic interactions of proteins and small molecules will enable mimicking such production of biochemicals in reactors.

In conclusion two broad problems have been identified here: (a) a lack of time resolved and compartmental high throughput protein--protein (or biomacromolecular) interaction data and (b) a lack of a mathematical foundation for understanding and modeling particle interactions in a viscous state with surrounding non-specific interactions. To develop this foundation, data acquisition is necessary. Matrix mechanics, better known as quantum mechanics, was developed upon the observation of discrete transition spectra for the hydrogen atom. Lack of availability of equivalent data for particle interaction in viscous space is the greatest impediment to developing a mathematically based biological molecular interaction foundation. The development of mathematical foundation enabling compartmentalized and time resolved biomolecular interaction data will help translational goals in the following ways: (a) explain the phenomenon of *incomplete penetrance* of gene mutations, (b) the efficacy and side effects of modulators such as small molecules on intended protein targets, and (c) extrapolation of new interactions or lack of identified molecules in a time resolved shifting network and (d) expand our understanding of enhancing production of biochemicals in presence of surrounding impurities.
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